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And while all this is done to ensure similarity between batches, quality team works to guarantee that every batch meets the high 

MOR standard.

The process Diligence thus makes our full body tiles replete with functional USP's of higher durability and higher breaking 

strength.

The full body Sahara Series is a work of 

diligence, providing homogeneous body tiles. 

The of the tile remains intact aesthetic appeal 

even after prolonged exposure to wear and 

tear, making it the most preferred durable tile.

All the ve designs – Sahara Nero, Sahara 

Creama, Sahara Beige, Sahara Gris and 

Sahara P Kota Green are made by a mixing 

natural clay, feldspar, quartz and natural 

pigments. Our manufacturing experts use 

special pigment grains for even dispersion, 

ensuring minimal color variation across 

batches.

All the touch points like silos, lifting machines, 

conveyor belts where the mixture passes 

through are treated with utmost care to nullify 

impurities. As a precautionary measure, even 

the conveyor belts are covered to prevent 

impure dust.

Product Features:

The Grains Story

HIGH MOR ANTI-SKIDECO FRIENDLY SCRATCH RESISTANT CHEMICAL RESISTANT LOW MAINTENANCE

SAHARA NERO

SAHARA P KOTA GREEN

SAHARA NERO

SAHARA P KOTA GREEN

SAHARA CREAMA SAHARA NERO SAHARA P KOTA GREENSAHARA BEIGE SAHARA GRIS
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SAHARA GRIS

SAHARA ROCK BEIGESAHARA ROCK CREAMA SAHARA ROCK GRIS

ALSO AVAILABLE IN ROCK FINISH 

SAHARA P KOTA GREEN AVAILABLE IN ROCK & SLATE FINISH

SAHARA ROCK NERO

SAHARA ROCK P KOTA GREEN SAHARA SLATE P KOTA GREEN

SAHARA ROCK BEIGE

MOQ : 3000 Sq. Meter
Make to Order : 45 Days
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Ambience representation *Not to scale

Full body tiles are made by vitried process and have homogeneous body, 
they have better scratch hardness ( 6 on Mohs’ scale ) than 3-4 for Kota Stone 
hence once installed they are ready to take heavy footfall and hence don’t 
allow wear and tear keeping the aesthetic appeal of the surface remain intact, 
where as in stones slight chipping of the top layer happens. 

Full body tile shade has very little variation ( 5-10% ), whereas stone being 
natural product, both quality and shade of the stone is unpredictable.

Full body tiles don’t allow any kind of stains to remain on the surface due to 
invisible glaze layer on them, where as stone being a natural substance allows 
stains, household items like ketchup, jam, polish and tend to make surface 
sticky and ugly. 

Natural kota stone tends to react with acids & starts losing its sheen and 
aesthetics, where full body tiles don’t react ( except hydroloric acid and its 
deratives ), infact our R&D team also certies it with a test done in laboratory. 

Tile has almost neglibile water absorption ( less than 0.08% ), where as stone 
has slightly higher approx. 0.31%, therefore making it suitable product for 
laying it where there is exposure to water and moisture, also provides better 
grip and breakage free

Full body tiles are matt nish & slip resitant ooring, unlike Kota stone, where 
sometimes highly polished stone tends to become slippery and become risky. 
Hence, many educational institutes like school and colleges are replacing their 
kota stone ooring with our full body tiles to keep the oor safer for the children

Tiles are readymade material, can be installed once after the surface is 
prepared, while for Kota stone you need to polish it for several times after 
installation hence leading to noisy and cumbersome process. Infact, you may 
need to do polish it after every 3-4 years to maintain its sheen.

For 600x600mm size, 9.5mm full body tiles weight approx 8kg where as kota 
stone of similar size and thickness 15mm weighs around 20kg thus making the 
surface weight higher, hence making the overall weight of the structure ( 
building ) more. 

Chemical Resistance

Slip Resistance

Stain Resistance 

Color Variation

Water Absorbtion

Installation Process 

Wear and Tear

FULL BODY TILES ADVANTAGES OVER KOTA STONE 

Building Weight
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600x600 mm I 15.5 mm
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HEAVY DUTY
INDUSTRIAL TILES

HEAVY DUTY
INDUSTRIAL TILES

SAHARA HEAVY GRIS

SAHARA HEAVY P KOTA GREEN

SAHARA HEAVY GRIS

Introducing 15.5MM thick  full body vitried tiles catering to all your needs of heavy duty industry tiling.

Strong and Durable range with extra thickness having high MOR value and breaking strength, it can be applied on high trafc 

areas with vehicle movement.

High MOR value make it endure more stress whereas extra thickness prevents it from breaking.

With almost negligible water absorption, this range is available in ve colors.  

SAHARA HEAVY CREAMA SAHARA HEAVY NERO SAHARA HEAVY P KOTA GREENSAHARA HEAVY BEIGE SAHARA HEAVY GRIS

SAHARA HEAVY BEIGE

SAHARA HEAVY BEIGESAHARA HEAVY P KOTA GREEN

MOQ : 2000 Sq. Meter Make to Order : 45 Days
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SAHARA HEAVY ROCK BEIGE

SAHARA HEAVY CREAMA

SAHARA HEAVY NERO

SAHARA HEAVY NERO

SAHARA HEAVY CREAMA

SAHARA HEAVY ROCK BEIGESAHARA HEAVY ROCK CREAMA SAHARA HEAVY ROCK GRIS

ALSO AVAILABLE IN ROCK FINISH

SAHARA P KOTA GREEN AVAILABLE IN ROCK & SLATE FINISH

SAHARA HEAVY ROCK NERO

SAHARA HEAVY ROCK P KOTA GREEN SAHARA HEAVY SLATE P KOTA GREEN
MOQ : 2000 Sq. Meter
Make to Order : 45 Days
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DRY INSTALLATION LEVEL ON GRAVEL/SAND*

The dry installation method positions the tiles directly onto the substrates in gravel or sand to 
create pedestrian pathways that can be walked upon immediately. It is an easy & quick 
application method and does not require adhesive for installation purpose.

USING TRADITIONAL ADHESIVES

The traditional adhesive installation provides an excellent bonding between the substrate and 
the tiles. This installation method represents the perfect solution for pedestrian lanes as well 
as lanes with vehicular movement.

*Please note spacer is mandatory when tiles are used for parking ( both 9.5mm & 15.5mm )

METHODS OF INSTALLATION 

RAISING FLOORING INSTALLATION WITH SUPPORT

By raising the installation a technical gap of variable height is created between the tile and the 
ooring. This gap can be replaced and inspected any time without extirpating the surface that 
allows pipe ducts, wires, and lighting systems to hide

DRY INSTALLATION GRASS*
In this method the slabs are directly installed onto the grass to pedestrian pathways that can be 
walked upon immediately post-installation but are not suitable for movement of vehicles. It is 
easy & quick to install and does not require use of adhesives for installation.

 *Dry installation can be done for pedestrian pathways only.
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